Vitrum Hotel
Buenos Aires, Argentina

A hip, modern, and avant-garde boutique hotel
The Vitrum Hotel is a recent boutique sited in Buenos Aires' hip district of
Palermo Hollywood.
Behind a facade composed of colored glass mosaics, the atmosphere of Vitrum
Hotel creates the feeling of being at the heart of the creative vibrations of the
city. This boutique hotel with only 16 rooms and suites is also a quiet,
comfortable and intimate place.
The Vitrum hotel's avant-garde and urban style appeals to business
travelers, to decoration and fashion aficionados, and to travelers looking to
immerse themselves in a trendy Buenos Aires.

Rooms with a design and artsy atmosphere
The inside of the Vitrum Hotel delights the eye with its pure lines, contemporary
spaces, and bright colors. It will exult those curious of recent trends with its
stained glass, brightly colored sofas, designer wallpaper, asymmetrical forms,
and bathrooms with colored glass mosaics...
All suites are different in design, color, and size. Some have a balcony; others
feature a terrace; yet others have a small private garden! The furniture features
atypical antiques as well as unique contemporary works such as those
designed by Paula Lavarello. Each room has a "botanic" wallpaper theme
signed by Vanina Mizrahi.
The 16 rooms and suites are equipped with the most modern technology
including air conditioning, wifi, large flat-screen TV, and DVD player. The suites
have a kitchenette with a Nespresso machine and a microwave. The bathroom
amenities are signed L'Occitane.
For a romantic night, ask the superior suite full of little glamorous touches!

Experience the immersion in local contemporary art

The Vitrum Hotel transpires contemporary art everywhere. The decoration is
uncommon with designer furniture such as BKF chairs and unique wallpaper...
The interior of the hotel is the child of two Argentine architects, Zas and Paula
Lavarello. Monica Giron helped out for the design of the facade.
But Vitrum Hotel takes the local artists design experience even further. The
hotel also has its own art gallery to promote local artists. Gallery Dabbah
Torrejon art gallery honors Argentinean and Latin American contemporary
artists.
The Vitrum Hotel gives you the opportunity to live in and experience this artistic
buzz!

Services and activities
The Vitrum Hotel's Urban Spa opens its doors, or rather its sky, to you. It is
situated on the terrace, with two massage rooms, a large Jacuzzi, sauna, steam
bath and a gymnasium where you can do aerobics.
The terrace, next to its solarium, is the place to relax and enjoy a memorable
barbecue, a beer, or to sip on an exotic cocktail.
The garden of Vitrum Hotel is an oasis of green in the bustling city of Buenos
Aires.
The Vitrum Hotel opens its art gallery to corporate events or meetings.
The concierge is your key to the outside world and will tell you where to best
take tango classes and other activities such as golfing or horseback riding...

Palermo Hollywood, the chic districts of Buenos Aires
Palermo Hollywood is the cosmopolitan area of Buenos Aires by excellence.
Artists, designers, and the world of sequins stay here. You feel the urban
rhythm in this neighborhood where the days pass quickly between shopping
and art galleries and where the nights are rich in discoveries: nice restaurants,
trendy bars...
There are plenty of activities close to Palermo Hollywood neighborhood. You
can easily go to the zoo, the exhibition center, the Museum of Latin American
Art, the Evita Museum, the Botanical Garden, the Japanese Garden, the Polo
Club, the horse-racing track. The Palermo Soho neighbor neighborhood is also
worth a tour...

Reward and Special Press recognitions


"Art, design and fashion intersect in Buenos Aires's trendy neighborhood
of Palermo Hollywood ... The Hotel Vitrum is a blend of urban style, comfort
and technology." Condé Nast Johansens



"The colors and reflections always change" Wallpaper 13 November
2008



"Avant-garde, in the heart of Palermo Hollywood, Vitrum Hotel is a new
concept of luxury" Elle Deco October 2008

